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The Hanna House Tours

The second tour of the Hanna house by the
Northern California Taliesin Fellows is scheduled for
April 1. Please call Midglen at 650-369-0416 to make
reservations which are limited to 30 and will be on a
first come basis. The first tour was a sell-out and the
docents performed admirably with all the details and
history of this famed Wright design on the Stanford
campus.

San Diego and La Jolla
Paul Bogart, chairman of Fellows Events

committee, together with Wallace Cunningham, is
planning a two-day tour of San Diego and La Jolla
homes for spring.  Works by Fred Langhorst, Sim
Bruce Richards, Cunningham, John Lloyd Wright and
Irving Gill are in current plans.

Birthday Celebration
Plans are in the making for celebration of

the birthday of Frank Lloyd Wright in conjunction
with an exhibition of Lois Gottlieb’s  photographic
collection of life at Taliesin at Stanford in June.  Watch
for details in the next Newsletter.

The Frank Lloyd  Wright Building Conservancy has saved
Wright’s Gordon house in Wilsonville, Oregon, from destruc
tion by  selection of the Oregon Garden/City of Silverton as

the winning  bidder for  removal and reconstruction of the  house
on Garden property in Silverton.  The new site will allow the house
to have the same compass orientation as on its original site, and

views from the house
will be buffered
against visually en-
croaching structures.
Public viewing of the
restored structure will
be available upon
completion of the
project early in 2002.

 Prior to a hearing
by the Clackamas
county commission-
ers on the rescission
of the building’s his-
toric status, the own-
ers of the Gordon site

agreed to donate the house to the Conservancy on condition
that it would be removed  by March 15 in order to enable con-
struction of their new  house.

The Gordon house was designed by Wright in 1957 and
constructed in 1963. It is a Usonian on-slab design originally devel-
oped for moderate housing cost for Life magazine in the 1930s
and is about 2200 sq.ft. on two  levels plus a small utility basement.
The requirements of the Conservancy stipulate that restoration
must be exactly as original without alteration or addition to qualify
for historic preservation and Conservancy support.  One estimate,
for removal and rebuilding the house on another site placed the
cost at  $750,000.  With new site cost the total project would prob-
ably reach $1.2 million.

Inasmuch as preservation of the building does not lend
itself to contemporary family use with its 1950s amenities and the
rigid requirements of the Conservancy for unaltered works, the
selection of  Oregon Gardens provides an ideal solution for the
future of the  house.  The Gordon house  is the only Frank Lloyd
Wright designed building in Oregon. The Oregon AIA and nation-
wide concern including the Taliesin Fellows over the fate of the
house, together with original bidders Jay and Diane Plesset of San
Carlos who wanted the house for their home,  added support for
the Conservancy’s cause. Since the founding of the Conservancy
more than eleven years ago no Wright structure has been demol-
ished.

Wright’s Gordon House
Saved by the Conservancy



Carl Book, apprenticed in 1955-56 at Taliesin, will
present an article on the development of organic
architecture along with a report on the Kebyar

practitioners, followers of Bruce Goff.  Book is a teacher
of architectural history and for the past eleven years
has lectured at San Francisco City College and at San
Francisco State on all periods of architecture, ancient,
medieval and gothic, renaissance, and modern, includ-
ing Bay Area architecture.

Book is a member of the Taliesin Fellows Northern Cali-
fornia as well as the Kebyar Society.

Many of the early Goff-inspired architects were origi-
nally apprentices to Wright, and following his death
went on to study with Goff. The Kebyar group invites
subscribers and membership in Kebyar which publishes
a newsletter, and reports on the work of their members
and their pursuit of organic architecture.

Though some Kebyar architects consider the Taliesin
Fellows to be more interested in the past and with the
archival history of Frank Lloyd Wright than in a freer
interpretation for the future of organic architecture, they
nevertheless feel aligned in the organic approach to
architecture.  Whether or not there is a valid debate on
differing points of view, it becomes an intriguing sub-
ject on the future of architecture.

For those who search for a philosophy for design, the
principles of organic architecture stand apart from the
product of the “establishment” educational schools.  It
is indeed an alternative architecture.

And then there is the crumble-jumble of Frank Gehry.

editor’s corner . . .
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I was delighted to receive the new Newsletter
and commend you on it all. I know the time and energy it
takes to produce such work! You might consider seeing and
photographing a very handsome rammed-earth house un-
der construction southeast of Tucson by my son Brian
Lockhart who is a true Taliesin product. Meantime, accept
my thanks and best wishes for your effort on the Newsletter.

Frances Nemtin, Author
Frank Lloyd Wright and Taliesin
Taliesin West

The Newsletter seemed to be well received at the (Fellows)
board meeting (Oct 28). The only negative comment was
regarding proofreading - several typos.

Brad Storrer
Alta Loma

Kudos and bravo!  I hope this is the beginning of a long run.
Jerry Morosco
Pittsburgh

I particularly liked the story on the beginnings of the Taliesin
Fellows.  I will watch for the next issue.

Doris Hanlon
Mechanicsburg (PA)

We were delighted with the layout and pleased as pie.
We’d like 10 or 15 additional copies.

Eric Wright and staff
Malibu

My hope is there will be many such newsletters to come.
Gair M. Sloan
Leavenworth, (KS)

The  Newsletter looks quite marvelous. Congratulations!
William A. Storrer, Author

                   Frank Lloyd Wright Companion

letters . . .
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A Taliesin Memory
           by Frances Nemtkin

To celebrate his recent purchase of the Davis farm, west of the Michels farm, and to host a picnic for
Lord Pentland, a visiting friend of Mrs.Wright’s, Mr. Wright decided on a picnic on the new property. A group
of us went to set it up and were cooking food on a big fire. The site was a small hilltop facing east; below us
was an abandoned apple or-
chard and former house site (the
house had been recently
moved). Suddenly the fire spread
to nearby grass and we had a
few anxious minutes as we beat
it out by shoveling dirt and beat-
ing the grass with the shovels.

Just then someone spot-
ted the Lincoln driving slowly up
the valley toward the hill. We re-
arranged the sheepskins to cover
the evidence and went down to
greet our guests. We walked up
the hill and Mr. Wright surveyed
the valley from the top, pointing
out landmarks like Romeo and
Juliet to Lord Pentland.

In an aside to us he said quietly, “Well, you’ve had a little excitement here, haven’t you, boys!”
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There has never been an article about the
possible linkage of Goff’s followers and Wright dis-
cipline.  Some Wrightists consider the Goff follow-
ers as not in the “true”  FLLW organic vein but more
“decoratists” with a looser approach.  Is it all one
ball of wax?

The “out of the closet” article by Richard
Keding  (October 2000) indicates more and more
diversity is upon us which may be a good thing.
Are the FLLW organic aficionados warmed-over
Wright (FLLW lite!)  I detect a wider, looser free-
dom in the post-Goff practitioners while the
Wrightists are perhaps more rigid with modules and
such. The Goffish seems more whimsical sometimes
with sticks poking out and swirls and doodads with-
out a structural design rationale.

Can the Newsletter serve to provoke
thought, if not  enlighten or lead the way?  No-
body so far has met this challenge.

Where it’s going!
A new development northeast of Seattle boasts six
“FLLW like”  designs with the following blurb:

“The builder, Rob
Stewart, has one
goal, to help the
buyer get whatever
they want in a
home.  Therefore,
there are no op-
tions.  Mr. Stewart
will, simply stated,
provide you ‘what-
ever you want”.  He
needs 24 to 48 hours
to price your re-
quest.

“Come by soon and
we can discuss the
possibilities.”

Out of the closet?

by archie tekkerbits and pieces . . .



With the theme, “Broadacre City and beyond: Frank Lloyd Wright’s vision for Usonia” the FLLW Building Conser-
vancy held its annual conference in Minneapolis/St. Paul September 20-24 withmore  than 240  participants.

The morning programs consisted of lectures, workshops for homeowners, and Conservancy business meetings.
Karal Ann Manning, Professor of Art History and American Studies at the University of Minnesota, spoke on Main Street
Comes to Suburbia: The Malling of Greater Minneapolis. Broadacre City was a valid concept in its time. It is sad to realize
that the maIling of America seems to be its legacy. Donald and Virginia Lovness presented a lively discussion of Building our
Wrightian Dream. Virginia, always charming, explained how, with little money, they managed to build their fine studio. Rae
and Robert Levin talked on The Creation of Parkwyn Village, a miniature Broadacre City in Kalamazoo, and Roland Reisley
discussed Usonia in Pleasantville: Building and Preserving Our Frank Lloyd Wright Community. The highlight  of these sessions
was the Taliesin Fellows panel discussion on Frank Lloyd Wright and John Howe: The Drafting Room at Taliesin moderated by
Paul Bogart. panelists  were Aaron Green, John Geiger, and Louis Wiehle, who described the workings of the drafting room
during Howe’s tenure and his role as “chief draftsman.” The discussion was well received, and the Fellows have been asked
to participate again at next year’s meeting at Florida Southern.

The opening night reception was held at the Walker Art Center. The next evening’s event was held an the Minne-
apolis Institute of Arts, where Robert Fishman, Professor of Architecture at the University of Michigan gave the keynote

address: Utopia Revisited: Wright’s Utopia in the Age of Sprawl. This was followed by cock-
tails and tours of the galleries, including an exhibition showcasing presentation drawings
of John Howe’s Minnesota projects. Friday, a delightful evening included a fund raising
dinner for the Conservancy, An Idyllic Evening at Wood Pile Lake, the Don and Virginia
Lovness studio and cottage, with drinks and dinner served from outdoor tents. The final
event on Saturday was the Gala Dinner and Wright Awards Ceremony at the Landmark
Center in St. Paul. Edgar Tafel, FAIA, spoke on the Broadacre City Model, and in his inimi-
table fashion, added his reflections on Mr. Wright and the Taliesins, and his own practice.
The awards were numerous. A private award was given to Bill and Mary Palmer and a
public award to Florida Southern College. Special Honors went to Raku Endo and Sara

Smith. Lu Sparks Howe, Jack Howe’s widow, was a guest of honor.

The afternoon tours were the highlight of the conference and included a visit to Sullivan’s National Farmers Bank
(1906-07) in Owatonna in excellent condition and maintained by its owner Wells Fargo. Elmslie, Sullivan’s draftsman then,
developed much of the ornament.

‘Sankaku’ (Japanese for triangle which was the plan module) a modest yet dramatic dwelling may be Jack
Howe’s finest work.  The house cascades down a wooded site overlooking a small lake with large glass areas and balconies
oriented to the view.  Howe’s Krebs and Durand house was also toured and featured owner-crafted furniture and cabinetry
of Howe’s design.  Howe’s First Church of Christ Scientist used his favorite triangle module with a pyramidal sanctuary and
exposed trusses with Tectum panels. All furnishings  are Howe’s design. Other visits to Howe’s work included the Johnson I
house, ‘Wintertree,’ (1963), and Johnson II, ‘Partenwood’, (1973), the Goodale vacation house, the large Service house

(1987), and the Grabow  house (1970)developed on a square modulewith two wings sepa-
rated by the entry.

      The tours covered the prairie school Purcell-Cutts, the
Purcell family residence, now owned by the Minneapolis
Institute of Arts and well restored. The E. S. Hoyt House by
Purcell and Elmslie in Red Wing was also seen.  This is a two-
story 1913 design in a modified cruciform plan and features
a long mural of a moonlit forest above the fireplace. Wright’s
Willey house, considered the transition from Prairie to Usonian

was visited but much work will be required to return it to its original condition.

Wright’s Jones  Investment Office,  (the Fasbender Clinic)  in Hastings, has been  restored by the current owners
with copper replacing the original Terne metal. The Thomas Keys house in Rochester (1950), with an addition by Howe in
1971, was originally  based on the  auto workers cooperative  design in Detrolit, but  Howe’s addition, while sympathetic,
has not enhanced the original concept. The Neils house, also visited, is idyllically sited overlooking Cedar Lake and has
many construction fabrication interests including aluminum windows and curtain walls, marble and tile, unique for Wright.

By Bradley R. Storrer

The FLLW Building Conservancy Meets in Minneapolis

Bogart, Geiger, Wiehle, Green

Neils house -- Howe Jones Investment -- Wright

Purcell-Cutts -- Purcell
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A top view of the memorial marker designed by Grant
Gustafson.  Joe Price has paid for the plot at Graceland Cem-
etery and the manufacture of the memorial marker.  The
metallic cap is bronze and will over time turn green.The base
is black granite.  The Glass cullet is from the ruins of the
Price House in Oklahoma.

About fory feet to the left is the gravestone of Ludwig Mies
Van Der Rohe.  One hundred yards to the North is the grave
of Louis H. Sullivan.

The venerable Congress Plaza Hotel stands on the
corner of Michigan Avenue and Congress Street;
its north facade facing the entrance of Adler and

Sullivan’s Chicago Auditorium. The titanic sophistication
of the Auditorium Building is still to be felt on this thun-
derous street corner by all who feel such things. On the
evening of October 5 approximately fifty people gath-
ered within the masonry of the ancient hotel to com-
mence the Sixth Annual Gathering of the Friends of
Kebyar.

Your faithful reporter had accepted the kind in-
vitation of James Schildroth, Vice President of the FOK
Board, who made introductions as soon as I had se-
cured my Bloody Mary. In the main, those assembled
that damp evening were the friends, former associates

and clients of architect and maverick Bruce Goff.
Schildroth, Lois Barnes, Bob Broward, and I formed an
incidental contingent of Taliesin lineage. It was an en-
gaging crowd; people had come with a purpose.

After a dinner notable for stimulating and en-
thusiastic conversation, if not for the food, James
Schildroth launched the Show and Tell with slides of his
recent work. Schildroth lives and works in Wiscasset,
Maine. James Fox of Highlands, North Carolina imme-
diately followed, showing us a recently built house cun-
ningly aligned with a remote waterfall in South Caro-
lina. Chicago architect Howard Alan, an urban guy,
came next up elucidating a metropolitan solar studio
building. Then your faithful and unassuming reporter
who as everyone knows,  holds forth in God’s country,

 The Parallel World

 Kebyar Meets in Chicago
                                                                    by Richard Keding

The Bruce Goff
Memorial
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displayed his current efforts - to some general approba-
tion and his own chagrin. He was quickly succeeded by
John Kay of Vancouver, BC whose houses recently ap-
peared in the Kebyar maga-
zine. Bob Broward intro-
duced an intriguing water-
side residence based, as he
said, on a parti typical of Old
Florida houses, and Mickey
Muennig modestly posted an
extensive portfolio of incred-
ibly site-specific houses -can-
tilevers hanging over the Pa-
cific. The most singular aes-
thetics of the show - a 1969 office building of gun-con-
crete which initially housed his firm in Miami - were the
work of Chayo Frank of Wild Style Inc.

Concluding the evening, Grant Gustafson re-
viewed the long chain of events which had shaped this
gathering and would culminate with the burial of Bruce
Goff’s ashes in Chicago’s Graceland Cemetery on Oc-
tober 7. Bruce Goff would then rightfully join a pantheon
of distinguished architects in that peaceful and cel-

ebrated park: Louis Sullivan,
John Root, Daniel Burnham,
William Holabird, David Adler,
Marion Mahoney, Howard
Van Doren Shaw, and Mies
Van der Rohe.

Goff’s memorial will now
be found there with the oaks,
elms and maples - and
Sullivan’s two mausoleums.
Gustafson unveiled photo-
graphs of the memorial
marker which he had de-
signed, while Nelson Brackin
offered a privileged insight
into his association with Bruce
Goff.

Outside, in the soft rain,
Sullivan’s stained, but consummate arches ascended
swiftly above the heedless Congress Street traffic - as
they have done for more than a hundred years. Beneath
these lofty arcades, the ground floor interiors shamelessly
illuminated the hard-headed partitioning of latter days.
Bland office fixtures were mired in obtuse ignorance be-
low the upper
reaches of the old
walls which silently
still carried bands of
his sentient orna-
ment.

In the street, life hur-
ried on.

Chayo Frank’s Office Building

    5
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The American Hebrew Academy in northwest Greensboro, North Caro-
lina, is the nation’s first Jewish boarding high school.  Taliesin Fellow
Aaron Green, FAIA,  was selected to design and master plan the entire 100

acre campus.  Construction has begun on five of the buildings, according to
Green.

“This is a client that wants you to do all the things that as an
architect you want to do. It’s rare to find such a client.  It
really is a dream job!” Green said.

Green was selected over some 19 other architectural firms
specializing in educational design. The head master and the
chairman of the academy’s board of directors announced
that the $40 million cost of phase one already has been raised
from within the area’s Jewish community. Both emphasize
their dedication to organic architecture, creating buildings
that complement rather than dominate the landscape, and
state this principle fits with a traditional concept of steward-
ship of natural resources

No budget has been set for the project and Green has been given carte
blanche in creating the new school, with choice of materials and finishes as
well as for the master plan of the site.  Green’s scheme will include masonry
from Jerusalem and will have copper and green ceramic tile roofs.  Autos will
be left in a parking lot at the main gate with access to the buildings by foot or
electric golf carts. The campus fronts on a lake which has been included in the
planning.

The plan is now complete with a synagogue, library, medical center, athletic
center and natatorium, a student health center as well as a kosher dining pa-
vilion and student union. A performing arts theater and living quarters for fac-
ulty and students as well a classroom facilities are provided..  The student  resi-
dence buildings are scaled for small groups of students who will stay under the
same roof with a senior and junior faculty member. Separate small buildings
rather than multistory dormitories were chosen to provide a more home-like
atmosphere. Each residence will contain a meeting place, a relaxation room,
group study rooms, a lounge, computer access terminals and laundry.  The
buildings will be single gender dwellings and will be built in clusters like small
villas.

The entire campus will be gated with a 24-hour monitored security system. Class-
rooms will be furnished with custom designed conference tables to be shared
by students and teachers.

In reference to his many years of working with Wright, Green commented,
“Ninety percent of the legends about Frank Lloyd Wright are fallacious. I was
with him for 20 years and we never had a harsh word. He was a wonderful
man.  For Frank Lloyd Wright, architecture and life were one. His standards were
so high, he was always pushing.”

Like Wright, Green grimaces at what passes for architecture today.  “You see
more ugliness than beauty,” he said.  In creating the academy he added, “We
are attempting to do something different from what is done on a daily basis in
architecture.”
_________________________________

An article by Jim Schlosser, staff writer for the Greensboro News & Record, was
background for this report.
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The cover of a new book by Lois Davidson Gottlieb, Taliesin 48-
49, is shown at right  It is to be published this spring  by Images Publish-
ing Group of Melbourne, Australia.

The book titled “A way of Life: an Apprentice-
ship with Frank Lloyd Wright” will detail Gottlieb’s ap-
prenticeship as presented in her original photographs
of her years at Taliesin. The publisher, upon visiting an
exhibition of Gottlieb’s work at the AIA gallery in Wash-
ington, DC, last summer, was struck with the photogra-
phy  and the day-to- day story it related of life at Taliesin
in those times, and offered to publish the work. The ex-
hibit was also mounted at the Marin Civic Center later

in the year and will be on view at Stanford in June.

The most requested picture in the exhibition,
Gottlieb reported, was for Steve Oyakawa’s open air
barbershop.

This should be an entertaining book for new as
well as old Taliesin aficionados.

News and Activities of the Fellows

In a Way of Life

What they are doing

Two Directors Call It Quits
After eleven years, founding president of the Taliesin Fellows, John Geiger, has resigned from the

board of diectors as of December 29, 2000 to pursue a drawing research project  and three  manuscripts to
be completed in the next couple of years.

Geiger was apprenticed at Taliesin from 1947 through 1954 and was selected by Wright to supervise
construction of  a number of Wright’s  designs including the Zimmerman House in New Hampshire, 1951-52,
and the mounting of the “60 Years of Living Architecture” exhibitions in 1952 and 1954.  He has guided the
Fellows from the beginning and has served as president, vice president, and was head of the publication
committee for the Journal of Taliesin Fellows acting as co-editor for the latest issue, Number 26, which
featured articles on Gene Masselink and the work of Art Dyson.  Geiger lives in Los Angeles.

Dana Hutt who joined the board of directors in 1999 served as editor of the Journal of the Taliesin
Fellows for the much praised latest issue No. 26. She  has decided to leave the board to pursue pressing
professional matters.  Service on the board and editorship of the Journal were unremunerated tasks that
took up more time than could be allotted she said.   Hutt lives in Santa Monica.

A  new book by John Rattenbury of Taliesin Architects titled “A Living Architecture” develops the
author’s interpretation of the principles of organic architecture and is available from Pomegrante Books of
Petaluma and at the Taliesin West Bookstore (480-860-1863).  We will publish more details in the next News-
letter as well as a list of current books by Taliesin Fellows and former apprentices.

In the Next Issue
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Part Two of Two --Part Two of Two --Part Two of Two --Part Two of Two --Part Two of Two -- part one appeared in October 2000  Newsletter

I believe the first seven years of the FELLOWS were the most productive of our twelve-year existence.  While we
did not  accomplish all of our goals, we worked hard trying to do so.  We had several symposiums at EricWright’s
Malibu home and studio on Mr. Wright’s birthday.  We held fund raising events that helped increase the public’s

knowledge of Wright’s Los Angeles work, Lloyd Wright’s work, and that of apprentices such as John Geiger, James
DeLong, Peter Berndtson and Cornelia Brierly.  Following our San Francisco meeting several years ago we toured
the Marin County Civic Center, Wright’s Berger house and hosted a cocktail party at the former V.C. Morris shop.
Paul Bogart successfully arranged a tour to Savannah including a vist to Auldbrass. We worked with the FLLW
Building Conservancy on several Annual Conferences.

Since our incorporation as The Taliesin Fellows, Inc. in 1995, the minutes of Board Meetings
indicate that there were two major concerns: first, involvement with the JOURNAL; second,
our status as the alumni association of the Frank Lloyd Wright School of Architecture and
the Taliesin Fellowship.

The JOURNAL was always intended to be a quarterly publication, but never at-
tained that goal.  We came close on three occasions, with three issues in a twelve month
period, but as the years went by, we went from three to two, then to one a year.  Naturally,
membership declined as the number of issues decreased.  At almost every board meeting,
there was lengthy discussion about how we needed to publish more issues, but content
and funds were not available.  Interestingly enough, we published more issues when the effort was entirely volun-
tary, mostly through the efforts of Louis Wiehle and Chris Carr, than when we  hired a graphics consultant, and
recently an editor, which more than doubled the cost per issue.

During these years there was also discussion of publishing a newsletter in addition to the Journal which
would maintain more frequent contact with the members, and hopefully, increase their numbers.  However this
effort got nowhere until Bill Patrick agreed to serve as editor and to produce four issues a year.  He is reimbursed for
printing and mailing costs, but donates his time and creative abilities.

The question of our status as the official alumni association of the Frank Lloyd Wright School of Architecture
and the Taliesin Fellowship first came up when then CEO Dick Carney became a board member.  He indicated
that fund raising efforts and grant applications for the Foundation (Fellowship) required the strong, active support
of “alumni” to confirm the viability of the organizations.  Obviously, we always were an alumni association in that
our members were required to have a past special relationship with or membership in the Taliesin Fellowship.  (An-
other category, “Friends of the Fellows,” allowed those without such qualifications to participate.) At a board meet-
ing  February 5, 1997,  the Foundation officially recognized the Taliesin Fellows, Inc. as the official alumni association
of the Frank Lloyd Wright School of Architecture.  However, it was not until the meeting of June 28, 1998, that the
fellows accepted this appointment.

Shortly after the official designation, the Foundation agreed to provide the Fellows with a part-time admin-
istrative assistant. The Fellows, in turn, agreed to move their office to Taliesin West, which occurred this January first.
Some board members are concerned that this suggests a possible future “takeover” by the Foundation. Some
members believe the current board is dysfunctional; we are now dependent on the Foundation for our continued
existence, and have accomplished little over the last few years.  We need help from our current members to
increase their contributions (both financial and intellectual) and to help increase the membership.

A  third and final installment of this essay might outline what must be done to move the Fellows into a future
where our past can benefit the cause of organic architecture.  Meanwhile, I suggest that our readers contribute
their thoughts and ideas.  The future of the Fellows is in the hands of its members.
___________________________________

The views expressed in this essay are those of the author.  Although I am a  member of the Board of Directors of the
Taliesin Fellows, Inc., they do not represent official policy of the Board.                  —Bradley R. Storrer

The Origins of the Taliesin Fellows
                                                                        . . . with some current observations

®
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THE  SOURCE  OF ART AND  ARCHITECTURE :

ORGANIC DESIGN THROUGH
THE ABSTRACTION OF NATURE

                    by Milton Stricker
This essay, part of a series, continues the author’s discovery of design through
abstraction of nature.

PART  IV.  THE SEARCH  - FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT FELLOWSHIP - 1951

• College had failed and it was time to take another direction
in the search for the source of architecture. The decision to
leave school was easy. We understood the silent code; Wright’s
ideas were not to be considered or discussed.  Educators re-
garded Wright as a threat and this threat was passed on to
generations of students.  Therein lies the tragedy of 20th Cen-
tury architecture, a professional paranoia that continues to
this day.

• My introduction to the work of Frank Lloyd Wright was through Hitchcock’s In
the Nature of Materials and the January 1948 Architectural Forum.  The designs
convinced me Wright understood the source of abstraction and architecture. It
took 4-1/2 days to shed 4-1/2 years of academic indoctrination.

•In the Arizona Desert I discovered a new abstract geometry that focused on
natural forms and architectural relationships. This became the driving force in
my  search.

• Wright insisted that we could learn by doing, that hard work, nature, and organic architecture could
teach, enlighten, and transform us into skilled architects.

• Wright differed with the architectural
profession because he opposed the
outmoded Beaux Arts system of
teaching and practicing architecture
and then met with a ferocity unusual
even by academia standards.  He
often told us art needs no restate-
ment and by rejecting neo-tradi-
tional architecture he became one
of the most original architects in all
history.

•Wright abstracted multifaceted
natural forms reversing Sullivan’s
single-faceted method until he dis-
covered the spiritual essence of natu-
ral form suitable for organic design.
Sullivan abstracted ornamental form
from nature and applied it to archi-
tectural form. Wright abstracted natu-

Milton

TALIESIN WEST - Pencil Sketch - 1951
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ral form to inspire architectural form and the secondary decorative forms. By starting with this extended vision
of nature, he achieved a broader insight for creative organic design.

•  Wright believed that we could grow organic architecture from a genetic DNA-like element abstracted
from nature along with elements from the program requirements. He found that natural ornamentation, natu-
ral materials, and natural colors contribute to, but do not in themselves make organic architecture.

•  The Arizona desert presented a vast
abstract landscape. It was here that I
found the solitude of self and inner-
self to visualize natural forms as ab-
stract art.

• But critics charged that we were little
more than slaves.

•  I am second to none in those who
admire his architecture in those two
houses, but he treats them (appren-
tices) like slaves.

                      Philip Johnson -Architect

•  I thought of the Taliesin Fellowship as a monastic experience, not as a slave camp.  We labored like so many
monks illuminating works of architecture and this demanded a monastic commitment that few were pre-
pared to make or understand.  If we were slaves then we were slaves to an art form and Mr. Wright was the
only person in the world that was able to teach the principles of that art form.

•  Anyone who had the opportunity to learn from my grandfather at Taliesin will tell you that it was one of the
most important experiences of their lives.  We were very lucky.                       Eric Lloyd Wright - Apprentice

•  But critics condemned the Fellowship because the apprenticeship program was not accredited. The great-
est threat to modern architecture (and the present Fellowship) is not the apprentice system, nor slavery, but
State laws that require a college degree to qualify as an architect. The teaching process for achieving a

degree in architecture controls the
thinking of the student resulting in
the restriction of individual expres-
sion.  Human creativity demands
freedom and it is time to stop com-
pulsory education beyond the high
school level.  If an applicant is quali-
fied to pass a State Board examina-
tion what is the purpose of the de-
gree requirement?

•   Not everything that counts can be counted, and not everything that can be counted, counts.      -Albert Einstein

•   Those who studied at the Fellowship came away with more than a solid preparation for a career.  We
learned a way of architecture as well as a way of life.

•   The human mind can think and create in college, or out of college.  There is genius in everyone, brought
out by inspiration and imagination, not higher education.

•    Imagination is more important than knowledge.  Knowledge is limited.  Imagination encircles the world.
           -Albert Einstein

MT. McDOWELL  - Brown Ink & Watercolor.

Apache Trail - Ink Line & Watercolor
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Directors meet at Taliesin West
The Board of Directors of the Taliesin Fellows met October 28,

2000 at Taliesin West for a day-long meeting in the former apprentice
dining room, remodeled a few years ago to serve as a conference
room. The agenda covered the future of the Journal of the Taliesin
Fellows which was budgeted for a next issue at $15,000 with a publica-
tion date set for October 2001.

A previous by-law amendment limiting directors to two con-
secutive terms was rescinded. The nominating committee indicated
that it was having difficulty finding qualified members willing to serve,
and had not the amendment been rescinded, almost the entire board
would have to be replaced.

                Arthur Dyson, Dean of the Frank Lloyd Wright School of Archi-
tecture and  Taliesin Fellows board member, presented a program for
a Taliesin Fellow-in-Residence. This proposal  provides  selected Taliesin
Fellows an opportunity to serve as mentors for students enrolled in the
FLLWSA. Fellows would be selected by the school and invited to spend
a week to two months at the school. Travel expenses, and room and
board would be paid by the school. The Board enthusiastically en-
dorsed the program, and details for its establishment were placed on
the agenda for the next meeting.

President Larry Brink offered a proposed 2001 budget to be pre-
sented to Nick Muller CEO of the FLLW Foundation. After discussion a
total budget of $98,325 included projected income from 800 mem-
bers, a goal all thought was probably unreachable. The budget also
included a full time administrator. While considered highly desirable, it
was agreed that  a full time post at this time was not affordable. The
budget as revised, will be discussed by Brink and Muller, and further
action taken at the next board meeting set for April 2001.

The next meeting of the board  will be held at Taliesin, Spring
Green in June.
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